Introduction
The theory of genetic selection indices, as developed by Smith (1936) and Hazel (1943) and subsequently elaborated by Cochran (1951) and Henderson (1963) among others, is based on the assumption that the population parameters such as heritabilities and correlations are known exactly. In practice, however, only estimates of these parameters are available for constructing the index, and such an index is therefore likely to be less efficient than one computed from the parameters themselves. The effects of errors in the parameter estimates and the loss in efficiency in terms of the size of the sample used for estimation have been considered by Williams (1962a, b) , Harris (1964) , and Sales and Hill (1976a, b) . Williams (1962a) suggested the use of a base index, in which the economic weights are used directly as the index weights, instead of the index computed from the estimated parameters. For two variables he showed that, unless progress from the optimal index is substantially greater than that from the base index, there is a high probability that the estimated index will yield a poorer response than the base index. Williams (1962b) concluded that the base index should be used unless a large amount of data is available for parameter estimation. In a model where only one of two traits was assumed to be of economic importance, but the second trait might be correlated with it, Sales and Hill (197 6b) showed that inclusion of the second trait (i.e. use of the estimated rather than the base index) was likely to be worthwhile only when reliable estimates of parameters are available. Further, they showed that, if the second trait really contributed nothing useful, the greater the benefit predicted from its inclusion, the greater the real loss in efficiency if it were included.
Instead of using either the index computed from the parameter estimates directly, or simply the base index, it may be possible to modify the parameter estimates that are used, or the index weights themselves. This has some analogies with the procedure of 'ridge regression' (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970) which is sometimes now used in multiple regression analysis. Campbell (1980) has also suggested shrinkage of estimates in discriminant and canonical analysis to improve their stability. Some modification of parameter estimates for selection index construction has always been practised, at least in Monte Carlo simulation studies, when it was obvious that the estimates were out of bounds, for example, heritabilities outside the range 0 to 1, or genetic correlations outside the range -1 to +1. In such cases it has been usual practice to set the estimates to the corresponding bound (Harris, 1964; Sales and Hill, 1976b) , although it is not clear that this is an optimal procedure. If partial genetic correlations are also considered it is apparent that estimates outside their bounds will frequently be found if there are many variables (Hill and Thompson, 1978) ; procedures for putting several estimates to their bounds simultaneously are less obvious and not necessarily satisfactory.
In this paper we describe and evaluate a general procedure, termed 'bending', for modifying estimates of parameters in the construction of genetic selection indices. To simplify the presentation we consider solely use of a one-way balanced classification for parameter estimation. Further, we make use of a reparameterization of the selection index suggested by Hayes and Hill (1980) in which the transformed variables have unit phenotypic variance and are uncorrelated genetically or phenotypically. This greatly reduces the parameter space that needs to be analysed, for we can infer from this reduced space to all heritability, genetic and phenotypic correlation combinations.
Theory
Let us assume that individual selection is practised on an index I == b'x, where b is a vector of index weights, and x is a vector of observations on p traits, in order to maximize the correlation with overall breeding value H == a'g, where a is a vector of economic weights, and g is a vector of breeding value on the same p traits. If P == var(x) and G == var(g) are the phenotypic and genetic covariance matrices, respectively, the optimum index is given by b == p-1Ga, and the expected response to selection from its use is
where i is the selection intensity.
If only estimates of the parameters P and G, namely P and G, are available then the estimated index weights are usually taken from (1) as
and from (2) the predicted progress is R == i(6'p6)~.
(4)
The expectation of the response that is actually achieved when 6 is used subsequently for making selection decisions in the population is
where the expectations in (2) and (5) are conditional on the index weights that are used. Later we shall consider expectations of quantities, such as R a , over the distribution of the estimates of the index weights from samples of data. We shall also consider index weights other than the b given by (3); the base index of Williams (1962) is simply b == a.
In multiple regression analysis the expected sum of squares of the distances of the regression coefficient estimates,~, from their parameter values,~, has a simple expression: E{(~-~)' (~-~)}==tr(X'X)-1(T2==(T2L(1/Ai)'where tr denotes trace, X is the design matrix, (T2 the error variance, and Ai the ith root of X'X. Many authors, for example Hoerl and Kennard (1970) , have noted that if at least one of the roots of X'X is small, the quantity E{(~-P)'(P -~)} can be very large, so the technique of ridge regression was suggested to improve the estimates of the regression coefficients. The new regression coefficients are given by (X'X + K)-lX'y for some diagonal matrix K, and with appropriate choice of K better predictors can be obtained. In selection indices the corresponding expressions for E{(b-b)'(b-b)} are more complicated and do not readily suggest a technique for improving the estimates. Nevertheless, some other procedures of modifying estimates can be proposed.
Consider the balanced one-way multivariate analysis of variance with half-sib families as follows:
From this analysis, P == {B +(n -l)W}/n, G == 4(B -W)/n. In most practical situations the number of degrees of freedom (df) within groups, sen -1), will be much larger than the df between groups. It is well-known from multivariate theory that the roots of the sample matrices Band W are biased relative to their expectations, a problem discussed further by Hill and Thompson (1978) . In particular, the larger roots are biased upwards, the smaller roots downwards, and pairs of equal roots are spread apart. The magnitude of the bias rises as the sample sizes (i.e. degrees of freedom) decrease, the number of variables increases, and the population roots become closer in value to each other. However, the mean of the sample roots, equal to the trace of the corresponding matrix, is unbiased. This suggests that estimates of parameters (and thus the rate of response to selection) might be improved by reduction of the spread of the sample roots, especially when there are rather few degrees of freedom for the between-group (sire) mean square. Again, this could be done in several ways.
For the selection index computations (3) we are concerned with the properties of p-1 (;, and thus with the roots of the determinantal equation Ip-(; -All == 0 or, equivalently, IG -API == O. Alternatively, we can modify the roots of W-1B, since if Vi is a root of
If it is assumed that there are many more degrees of freedom within groups, the mean of the roots of W-1B is little biased (just as the usual estimate of intraclass correlation in the analysis of variance is little biased), but the roots are spread excessively about their mean. This suggests that the roots of W-1B should be compressed together without altering the average root. If the modified matrix is defined as (W-1 B)*, it can be computed as follows:
( 7) where )I is the bending factor and v = If=l vJp is the mean root, with Vi defined above.
Alternatively, on the assumption that W, based on many more degrees of freedom, is known accurately relative to B, it is appropriate not to modify Wand thus to take (W-1 B)* = W-1B*, where B* is the modified between-group covariance matrix
The modified genetic and phenotypic covariance matrices, G* and P*, are then
For 'Y = 0, p*-1G* = p-1<;; and for 'Y = 1, p*-1(;* = I, so from (3) the index weights are 6* = a. This is the base index since the information from the analysis of variance is totally discounted.
It is not claimed that the above is necessarily the best way of modifying the roots, but, as we shall see from the subsequent analysis and Monte Carlo simulation, it seems to be a useful method.
Methods
For any positive-definite phenotypic and genetic covariance matrices, P and G, there exists a transformation Q such that QPQ' = I (the identity matrix) and QGQ' = A is diagonal. The elements of A are the roots of IG -API = O. This transformation is a straightforward application of multivariate theory and is discussed in detail by Hayes and Hill (1980) . The existence of this transformation means that we need only consider the sampling and other properties of indices when the phenotypic covariance matrix is the identity matrix and the genetic covariance matrix is diagonal, i.e. unit phenotypic variances and all genetic and phenotypic correlations equal to zero. The only parameters we need to consider are the heritabilities, Ai == hf, and economic weights, ai' of the transformed variables, then any other parameter sets can be analyzed simply by transformation.
Thus Monte Carlo simulation was carried out solely for the case of uncorrelated variables. Mean-square matrices for normally distributed observations were sampled in the manner described by Hill and Thompson (1978) . In all simulations, 500 replicates were used and results for E(R a ), for example, were computed as averages over these replicates. To evaluate expected responses E(R a ) analytically, a Taylor series expansion was used, again for uncorrelated variables. The variances and covariances of mean squares are listed by Hayes and Hill (1980) , and more details of the calculations for indices after bending of parameter estimates are given in the Appendix.
Results
Simulations were conducted for a wide range of parameter values; values of E(Ra) for some samples are given in Table 1 . The results include replicates where the sample estimates represented impossible parameter values, i.e. roots of p-1(; outside the range 0 to 1, including cases of negative heritability estimates. As discussed by Hayes and Hill (1980) , the loss in efficiency expected without any modification of parameter estimates, £(1-RQjR), was greater the closer the heritabilities were to zero and to each other, the greater the number of variables included and the smaller the sample size for estimation. For all parameter sets, it was possible to select a value of the bending factor, 1', that improved E(RQjR) compared with its unmodified value (1' == 0). The optimal value of l' depended on the heritabilities, size of experiment, and number of traits. The variance of RQjR was reduced as ' Y increased, perhaps a desirable feature since, in practice, selection programmes are conducted only once and the response is, therefore, not accumulated over many replicates. Examination of individual replicates indicated that when RQjR was very poor before modification, it was usually vastly improved by taking l' > 0; if RQjR was very good before modification, i.e. close to unity, it was further slightly improved or was only slightly reduced.
It is clear from depends on the heritabilities, number of traits, and size of experiment. The optimal value of l' is investigated further in Table 2 . The optimal l' appears to be greater the more alike are the heritabilities and the smaller the experiment, but it is rather insensitive to the number of traits and the actual values of the heritabilities although the improvement in E(RQjR) is greater with many traits and low heritabilities. If all the heritabilities (population roots) are equal, the optimum value of l' is unity, i.e., the base index in which the index weights equal the economic weights is best. The problem of choosing l' in any particular case is a critical one which we consider further.
One situation where it is obvious that the estimates are defective is when the sample covariance matrix, G, or alternatively p-1{;, has one or more negative roots, which is not unlikely if there are many traits (Hill and Thompson, 1978) . A reasonable procedure in ')'=0 ')' opt ')' opt ')'=0 ')' opt ')'=0 ')' opt ,),::--e() ')' opt ')' opt ')'=0 ')' opt ')' opt ')' opt ')' opt . G or p-l(; to zero, in effect reducing the number of independent variables. This would be standard practice in canonical analysis. An alternative would be to 'bend' the estimates by reducing the range of the roots as proposed, because it is not just the negative roots which are in error. Since the optimum value of ' Y cannot be predetermined for any single data set (replicate), one possible procedure would be to choose ' Y just sufficiently large that the smallest root of p*-l(;* equals zero. Examples using the first replicates sampled which had at least one negative root of p-l(; for particular sets of parameters are given in Table   3 , where the procedure of setting negative roots to zero, or 'bending' until the smallest root was zero are compared. Both procedures led to improved values of achieved response, R a , but the bending procedure was almost always better. In the examples with two variables, where initially some R a values were negative (Le. selecting in the wrong direction), the Ra values obtained by bending were always positive, even though this was not always so if only the negative root was set to zero. In general, the improvements were smaller with more traits, and the bending did not always then lead to a higher R a value, but the reduction, if present, was always small and in replicates in which R a was always high.
Whilst the above procedure for choice of ' Y when a negative root is found seems quite effective, it does not tell us how to operate more generally when all roots are positive and parameters are, of course, unknown. One simple method would be to choose ' Y solely as a function of the size of the sample used. For n == 16 individuals per family, on the basis of the results shown in Table 2 , reasonable choices of ' Y if s == 25 would be 0.5 when the number of traits is two or three, and 0.6 when the number of traits is four. If s == 50, reasonable choices of ' Y would be 0.3 when the number of traits is two or three, and 0.4 when the number of traits is four. If s == 100, ' Y == 0.2 would be a reasonable choice. Examples using this procedure are given in Table 4 for a range of population parameters. This procedure was effective, especially, for the smaller numbers of families. The procedure certainly has the merit of simplicity. A more complicated procedure for obtaining l' would be first to assume that the sample roots were the true roots and find the value of l' which would ma?,imize RajR for this set of parameters, given s, n and the economic weights. This value of l' would then be used to bend the estimates. Such a procedure cannot be used iteratively since the sample estimates are biased, and a larger and larger value of l' is chosen as the roots converge, eventually giving l' == 1. A check on" this procedure is not feasible by Monte Carlo methods, for individual replicate sample matrices have to be taken as a starting point for further replicates to find the optimum value of 1'. Thus the Taylor series approximation referred to previously was adopted.
Before the Taylor series approximation was used to evaluate the above procedure it was checked for a range of parameters against the Monte Carlo simulation. Results are shown in Table 5 only for s> 100; with smaller numbers of families the agreement was poorer. With this restriction, however, there is seen to be good agreement between the approximate and simulated values of E(RajR) before bending, and reasonably good agreement between the predicted optimal value of l' and the corresponding mean bent values The Taylor series approximation was, therefore, thought justified, particularly since R a is fairly constant over a range of l' values near the optimum and the simulation results are subject to sampling error. In Table 6 , use of a fixed value of l' (0.2) is compared with the use of the l' value determined to be optimal from the sample roots. There is no benefit in using the latter.
Discussion
A selection index computed from estimates of parameters based on limited data can be far short of the efficiency of an optimum index computed from the parameters themselves. We have shown that, rather than discard such an index altogether, it can be improved by bending the estimates in a simple way. We do not rule out the possibility that better methods of modifying the estimates exist; we have concentrated solely on changing the sample roots and have left the corresponding eigenvectors unchanged. We suspect, however, that other procedures which modify the roots of G or similar matrices in order to reduce their spread will have similar properties to the procedure used here. We need to The main difficulty lies, of course, in choosing the appropriate value for the bending factor, 1', in the absence of prior information. We assume that there is little or no reliable prior knowledge about the parameters, otherwise some kind of Bayesian procedure could be adopted, which could be computationally difficult even if logically sound. We have made two suggestions: (i) if any roots of p-I{; are negative, bend until the smallest is zero; (ii) bend on the basis of the sample size alone. The latter procedure has not been fully worked out, however, as our purpose in this paper has not been to delve into computational details, but to put forward a general procedure for discussion.
The methodology can readily be extended to take account of selection incorporating relativest information, since the same basic covariance matrices P and G are still required.
In a hierarchical data structure of sire families, dam families and within-dam families, the fewest degrees of freedom are at the sire level, suggesting that the estimates of the sire mean square matrix of the genetic covariance matrix computed from it should be bent towards the dam or within-d~m family component. The more realistic case of unbalanced data sets presents more difficulties since that initial parameter estimation procedure is more complicated and open to choice. However, this is not the place for a full analysis.
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RESUME
Vne methode, denommee 'courbure' est proposee pour modifier les estimations des matrices de covariance genetique (G) et phenotypique CP) que l'on utilise dans la construction d'index de selection genetique pour deux (ou d'avantage) caracteres. Si :P et G sont estimees a partir des matrices de covariance inter-et intra-classes, B et W respectivement, dans une analyse de variance multivariate a un seul facteur, alors la methode consiste dans la contraction de toutes les valeurs propres de la matrice produit W-1B vers leur moyenne, mais sans modifier les vecteurs propres correspondants. L'interet de la methode de modification est etudiee par les methodes de simulation de MonteCarlo et d'approximation par les series de Taylor. En general, la methode de modification ameliore la reponse a la selection, Ie degre d'amelioration dependant des parametres (inconnus) de la population et de l'effectif de l'echantillon servant al'estimation. En pratique, on a quelque difficulte a choisir la valeur du facteur de 'courbure'; quelques methodes tres simples pour Ie faire sont proposees. Si quelques estimations des parametres semblent defectueuses (en dehors de leurs limites de validite), une methode simple et effective pour Ie choix du facteur de courbure consiste a contracter les valeurs propres de sorte qu'elles soient toutes non negatives.
